Specialist Finishes
Tierrafino

- Specialist Finish

Tierrafino XS utilises all the earthy properties of clay and fine sand aggregates to deliver
the beauty of nature directly to your home or workplace.
The muted tones of this environmentally-friendly finish recall the charm and rustic 		
nuances of Southern European interiors.
It’s versatile too –Tierrafino XS can be highly textured or polished to a dense satin gloss.
Ideal throughout any interior, it can also be used in bathrooms and en-suites.
In response to the popularity of Tierrafino XS, we have developed the range to offer two
further finishes:
Tierrafino XF is manufactured in a similar way to its sister product, but uses finer clay
aggregates to create a premium, extra fine grade.
Tierrafino Baroque offers all the earthy charm of our Tierrafino XS range – and
something a little extra. The product is more rugged in its application and utilises cracks
and crazings across its surface finish to achieve a strong ‘Old Tuscan’ theme.
General product information
Although all Tierrafino products are created by using natural clay and sand as the
main components a special bonding agent has also been incorporated. As a result
the cured product is dust free and permanent. 						
As an extra bonus it is both flexible and hard wearing.
The colour and look of our Tierrafino products are mainly defined by the natural
clay and sand ingrediants that form the basis of the Tierrafino composition, 		
however if desired this colour can be slightly “tweaked” to better compliment 		
design schemes.
Tierrafino is a specialist surface finish suitable for use on all absorbent 			
and prepared indoor surfaces such as plasterboard, concrete, brickwork, block
work or bonding plaster. 									
Refer to the Ambitec substrate specifications for additional information.
For project examples see the “Tierrafino Gallery” on the Ambitec website.
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